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The basal gangliamake contributionsto behaviorbeyond
modulation of movement. The striatum has been found to
be important for learning, when the organism must learn
sensory discriminationsbetween items associated with dif-
ferent responses or outcomes. Research in rats has shown
that striatal lesions impair performance in tasks that require
that the rat should learn to repeatedly choose the same lo-
cation in a radial arm maze (Packard, Hirsch, & White,
1989) or to repeatedly swim to a visible platform in the
Morris water maze (Packard & McGaugh, 1992). Research
with monkeys has focused on concurrent discrimination
tasks in which the monkey is trained simultaneouslyon 8–
20 pairs of objects to repeatedly choose the same object
from each pair. Both the tail of the caudate (Fernandez-
Ruiz, Wang, Aigner, & Mishkin, 2001; Teng, Stefanacci,
Squire,& Zola, 2000;Wang,Aigner, & Mishkin, 1990) and
temporal lobe visual processing area TE, which provides
input to the tail of the caudate (Buffalo et al., 1999; Buf-
falo, Stefanacci,Squire & Zola, 1998), are required for nor-
mal performance on concurrent discrimination tasks. Con-
versely, visual discrimination learning is preserved when
all connections from visual areas of the inferior temporal
lobe other than the connection to the striatum are severed
(Gaffan & Eacott, 1995). Striatal-based learninghas some-
times been termed habit learning, in contrast with memory
learning, subserved by hippocampal-diencephalic neural
systems (Mishkin, Malamut, & Bachevalier, 1984). The
striatal and hippocampal-diencephalic systems operate in
parallel and, at times, in opposition to each other (Packard
et al., 1989;Poldrack,Prabhakaran,Seger,& Gabrieli,1999).

A puzzling feature of the habit–memory distinctionhas
been that human amnesia patients in whom the hippocam-
pus or the diencephalon is damaged but the striatum is in-
tact are impaired on concurrentdiscrimination tasks (Aggle-
ton,Shaw, & Gaffan, 1992;Oscar-Berman & Zola-Morgan,
1980; Squire, Zola-Morgan, & Chen, 1988) that monkeys
with damage limited to the hippocampus can learn (Teng
et al., 2000). Humans may perform these tasks in ways
qualitatively different from those of other animals: Hu-
mans tend to learn the correct object choice for each pair
presented in concurrent discrimination in a single trial,
whereas monkeys learn the discriminations slowly over
many trials (Squire et al., 1988). Functional imaging has
shown activation of the head of the caudate in a delayed
matching-to-sample task with a short delay, in which the
participant must choose a matching stimulus after a delay
of up to 15 sec (Elliott & Dolan, 1999), but it is unclear
whether the caudate is necessary for learning across longer
delays, as is required in the concurrent discriminationtask.

By making the relationships between stimuli and out-
comes more complex, researchers have developed tasks
that require the striatum for learning in humans. One such
group of tasks consists of the probabilistic classification
tasks, often instantiated as weather prediction tasks, in
which participantslearn to predict an outcome (rain or sun-
shine) on the basis of a set of cue cards. Stimulus–outcome
relations in this task are probabilistic, in that each set of
cards has a nonzero probability of being associated with
each outcome. Amnesic patients show preserved learning
during initial blocks of this task (Knowlton, Squire, &
Gluck, 1994), whereas patients with damage to the stria-
tum owing to Parkinson’s disease (Knowlton, Mangels, &
Squire, 1996) or Huntington’s disease (Knowlton, Squire,
et al., 1996) are impaired on this task at all stages of learn-
ing.A functionalmagnetic resonance imaging(f MRI) study
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Striatal learning systems have been implicated in learning relationships between visual stimuli and
outcomes. In the present study, the activityof the striatum during visual concept learning in humans was
examined by using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Participantsperformed three concept-
learning tasks and a baseline task. The participants were trained to criterion before fMRI scanning on
two tasks, verbal and implicit. In the verbal task, classification could be performed on the basis of a
simple verbal rule, but in the implicit task, there was no simple verbal rule. The novel–implicit learn-
ing task, in which an implicit structure was used, was not encountered by the participants before scan-
ning. Across all three concept-learning tasks, there was significant activation in the striatum, in com-
parison with the baseline task. The striatum was recruited similarly in classification when the
participants had different levels of expertise (novel–implicit vs. verbal and implicit) and were able to
verbalize their learning to different degrees (verbal vs. implicit and novel–implicit). There was left lat-
eral occipital activation when learning was implicit (implicit and novel–implicit), but not when learn-
ing was easily verbalized (verbal).
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in which the weather prediction task was used showed ac-
tivity in the striatum during learning (Poldrack et al., 1999).
Another group of tasks consists of sequence-learning
tasks in which participantsmake speeded responses to the
positionof a stimulus on a computer screen; the screen lo-
cations appear in a deterministic or a probabilistic se-
quence. Striatal areas are active during sequence-learning
tasks under implicit conditionsin which participantsdo not
become aware of the presence of the sequence (Grafton,
Hazeltine,& Ivry. 1995;Hazeltine,Grafton, & Ivry, 1997;
Honda et al., 1998); one f MRI study in which probabilis-
tic sequences were used (Berns, Cohen, & Mintun, 1997)
specifically found that activation in the right ventral stria-
tum was associated with a change in the probabilistic se-
quential contingencies that the participants were unaware
of. Sequence learning is impaired in patientswith damage
to the basal gangliaowing to Parkinson’s and Huntington’s
diseases (Jackson, Jackson, Harrison, Henderson, & Ken-
nard, 1995;Knopman & Nissen, 1991; Willingham& Ko-
roshetz, 1993).

In addition to tasks involving learning complex contin-
gencies, the striatum in humans is also involvedin other vi-
sual discriminationand categorization-learning tasks. Pa-
tients with Huntington’s disease are impaired on visual
tasks, such as face recognition(Jacobs, Shuren, & Heilman,
1995). Rao et al. (1997) found activation in a PET study
of the right basal ganglia when participants learned via
feedback to choose between two multifeatured objects on
the basis of a single feature (e.g., always choose the blue
item); Channon, Jones, and Stephenson (1993) found that
Parkinson’s disease patients were impaired on the same
task. Studies in which the Wisconsin card sorting test
(WCST), traditionallyconsidereda task sensitive to frontal
lobe impairment, was used have found impairment in per-
sons with Parkinson’s disease (Caltagirone, Carlesimo,
Nocentini, & Vicari, 1994; Taylor, Saint-Cyr, & Lang,
1986), as well as in those with Huntington’s disease (Wein-
berger, Berman, Iadorola,Driesen, & Zec, 1988).Early PET
and f MRI studies were not consistent in finding striatal
activityduring the WCST: Goldberg et al. (1998) reported
left caudate and putamen activity during WCST, whereas
Raglandet al. (1998),Nagahama et al. (1996), and Berman
et al. (1995) did not report striatal activation. A more re-
cent study using event-related f MRI to isolate brain acti-
vations associated with particular phases in the WCST
found that the caudate was active when negative feedback
was received upon rule shift and the putamen was active
when the first classification decision was made in which
a new rule was used after a rule shift (Monchi, Petrides,
Petre, Worsley, & Dagher, 2001).

Anatomical features of the basal ganglia indicate that
the striatum may perform its role in the learning of asso-
ciations between stimuli and outcomes through integra-
tion of inputs from different cortical areas and may affect
responses via context-dependent inhibition of basal gan-
glia output. The striatum (caudate and putamen) receives
excitatory input from virtually all areas of the cerebral

cortex (Mink, 1996). This input is topographically orga-
nized, with some divergence(one cortical locationconnect-
ingwith several striatal locations)and convergence(related
cortical areas all connectingwith the same striatal location;
Mink, 1996; Wise, Murray, & Gerfew, 1996). In general,
the head of the caudate and the anterior putamen receive
input from the prefrontal cortex, and the tail of the caudate
and the posterior putamen receive input from temporal
and parietal areas, but frontal afferents are also sent to
converge with parietal afferents in the tail (Wise et al.,
1996). The output of the striatum is focused inhibition to
the output structures of the basal ganglia: the internal seg-
ment of the globus pallidus and the substantia nigra pars
reticulata (GPi/SNr). This specific, focused inhibition
from the striatum counters diffuse excitatory input from
the motor areas of the frontal lobe via the subthalamicnu-
cleus. Output goes from the GPi/SNr to the thalamus and
then back to cortex, forming loops. Several functionally
and anatomically independent loops have been identified.
The two loops of particular interest for concept learning
are the cognitiveor spatial loop, which passes through the
prefrontal cortex and the head of the caudate, and the vi-
sual loop, which passes through the inferior temporal
areas and the tail of the caudate (Alexander, DeLong, &
Strick, 1986;Lawrence, Sahakian,& Robbins,1998;Mid-
dleton & Strick, 1996). The cognitive loop may be in-
volved in rule formation and rule-based judgments about
stimuli (Rao et al., 1997). The visual loop is involved in
visual pattern discrimination in nonhuman animals (Buf-
falo et al., 1999; Buffalo et al., 1998; Fernandez-Ruiz
et al., 2001; Teng et al., 2000) and may perform a similar
role in human visual concept learning.

The physiologyof individualcaudateneurons is also con-
sistent with a possible role of the caudate in stimulus–
outcome learning. Many neurons in the striatum fire in a
context-dependent manner. For example, there are neu-
rons that fire when a stimulus that is rewarded is seen and
stop firing when the reward is stopped. Kimura found that
more than 80% of the putamen neurons that respond pha-
sically following a stimulus modulated their responses
when the stimulus was presented in different behavioral
contexts (Kimura 1992, cited in Wise et al., 1996).

Ashby, Alfonso-Reese, Turken, and Waldron (1998)
proposed a neuropsychologicaltheory of concept learning,
with separate roles for the striatum in explicit (verbalizable)
and implicit (minimally verbalizable) concept learning.
They postulatedthat implicit categorizationis dependenton
the visual loop passing between the tail of the caudate and
inferotemporal visual form processing areas. The explicit
or verbal concept-learningsystem is dependenton the cog-
nitive loop running between prefrontal areas and the head
of the caudate, in conjunction with the anterior cingulate.
Ashby et al. (1998) further postulated that the implicit and
the verbal systems will both be active early in learning and
will compete, with the verbal system having an initial ad-
vantage.As formulated in their COVIS model, ultimately,
the more successful system will dominate the other.
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The present experimentwas designed to further explore
the conditions under which the striatum is recruited in
concept-learning tasks. First, the effect of verbal rule use
on striatal recruitment was examined by comparing activ-
ity during classification for a task in which the decision
bound between concepts is easily verbalizable (verbal)
with activity during classification in a task in which the
bound between concepts has no simple verbal equivalent
(implicit). Ashby et al.’s (1998) theory predicts that the im-
plicit task will activate the tail of the caudate and infero-
temporal areas, whereas the verbal task will activate the
anterior cingulate,prefrontal areas, and the head of the cau-
date. The terms verbal and implicit are used here solely to
indicate the relative degree to which regularities in each
task can be verbalized and are not intended to imply a dif-
ferent contributionof hippocampal-diencephalic memory
systems to the verbal and the implicit tasks (Seger, 1994a,
1994b).A PET studyby Smith,Patalano,and Jonides(1998)
found that brain activity can differ between verbal rule-
based classification and other classification strategies.
They compared rule-based classification, in which partic-
ipants classified novel animal figures according to a ver-
bal rule, with memory-based classification, in which par-
ticipants memorized the concept membership of each
figure. They found relatively more right frontal and bilat-
eral parietal activity in the rule-based condition and rela-
tively more posterior visual area activity in the memory-
based condition.

The second factor examined was whether the striatum
would be recruited to a different degree during early stages
of learning and during skilled classification. In order to
ensure that all the participants met the criteria for skilled
performance on the verbal and implicit tasks, the partici-
pants were pretrained in these tasks to a criterion level per-
formance. Early stage classificationwas examinedby hav-
ing the participants perform a new implicit concept-
learning task (novel–implicit). Previous research has
found that brain activity changes across classification
learning.Seger, Prabhakaran,Poldrack, and Gabrieli (2000)
found right frontal and parietal activity in the early stages
of learning, bilateral frontal and parietal activity in inter-
mediate stages, and right frontal and bilateral parietal ac-
tivity during skilled performance.

METHOD

Participants
The participants were 12 Stanford students, 6 male and 6 female,

with an average age of 22 years (range, 19–28). The participants
were right-handed and fluent speakers of English, met the criteria for
MRI scanning (no metallic implants, no claustrophobia, head size com-
patible with the custom head coil), and were neurologically healthy
(no known neurologic or psychiatric injury or disease, not taking any
psychoactive medication or drugs).

Materials
Three concept-learning tasks (verbal, implicit, and novel–implicit)

were developed in which participants learned to classify exemplars
into two separate categories, termed A and B in the experiments. The

stimuli were formed according to the methods described in Ashby
and Gott (1988) and Ashby and Maddox (1992), in which two fea-
tures of a simple geometric form were manipulated. Feature magni-
tudes were defined in terms of a mean value and a standard devia-
tion and varied according to a Gaussian distribution within each
category. Mean feature values were chosen so that the distributions
of concept exemplars from both categories overlapped in feature
space (see Figure 2 for a graphical illustration of stimuli in feature
space and of the overlap between categories). Ashby and colleagues
argued that the participants in their experiments learned a decision
bound between the categories, so that stimuli falling on one side of
the bound were classified in one category, and stimuli falling on the
other side of the bound were classified in the other category. The de-
cision bounds were mathematical functions of the magnitude of the
manipulated features within each concept and could take the form of
linear or quadratic functions, among others.

For the verbal, implicit, and novel–implicit tasks, the mean or pro-
totypical stimuli for Categories A and B are shown in Figure 1, the
mean values and standard deviations of the manipulated features are
given in Table 1, and the decision bound and variability within and
between the categories are illustrated graphically in Figure 2. In the
verbal task, commensurable features (two line lengths) were manip-
ulated, whereas in the implicit tasks (implicit and novel–implicit),
incommensurable features (one line length and one angle) were ma-
nipulated; the use of incommensurable features has been shown by
Ashby and colleagues to greatly reduce verbalizability (Ashby et al.,
1998).

In the verbal task, the stimuli were blue rectangles in which the
lengths of the sides were manipulated. The ideal decision bound be-
tween Categories A and B was a function that can be expressed as a
simple verbal rule: The rectangle is an A if it is taller than it is wide,
a B if it is wider than it is tall. For the implicit condition, the stimuli
were formed of two green lines, one horizontal and one descending
from the horizontal line and forming an angle with it. The manipu-
lated variables were the length of the horizontal line and the angle
between the two lines. The ideal decision bound between Category A
and Category B was a function with no simple verbalizable equiva-
lent. In the novel–implicit task, the stimuli were formed as a black
circle with a line through it. The manipulated variables were the di-
ameter of the circle and the angle of the diameter line from horizon-
tal. As in the implicit task, the ideal decision bound between A and B
had no simple verbalizable equivalent. To minimize any carryover of
learning between the implicit and the novel–implicit tasks, the form
of the decision bounds to be learned were different in each task. The
implicit task used a linear decision bound, whereas the novel–
implicit task used a quadratic decision bound.

In all tasks, there was overlap between concepts, so that ideal ac-
curacy in discriminating between concept exemplars was 80%. That
is, the means of the feature values were chosen so that 20% of the
stimuli generated as exemplars of each category had feature magni-
tudes (length or angle) that were closer to those of the other catego-
ry’s prototype than to those of their own category prototype. Fig-
ure 2 illustrates the overlap between category exemplars graphically.
Figure 2 also illustrates the approximate ideal decision bounds be-
tween categories, which takes the form of a linear function for the ver-
bal and implicit tasks and a quadratic function for the novel–implicit
task.

For all three concept-learning tasks, 100 different stimuli were
formed. Each stimulus appeared once in each block of pretraining
trials and was repeated across blocks. A subset of 48 of the stimuli
was presented in the two f MRI scans. On each trial during pretrain-
ing and scanning, a single stimulus was presented, and the partici-
pants pressed one key to indicate Category A and a different key to
indicate Category B. During pretraining, the stimulus remained on
the computer screen until the participant made a classification re-
sponse; the stimulus then disappeared, and the letter A or B ap-
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Figure 1. Prototypical stimuli for Categories A and B in the verbal, implicit, and novel–
implicit concept-learning tasks and the baseline task stimulus. The verbal task stimuli were
presented in blue, the implicit task stimuli in green, and the novel–implicit and baseline stim-
uli in black.

peared, to indicate the category membership of the preceding stim-
ulus. During f MRI scanning, trials were of a fixed length of 3 sec.
The stimulus remained on the screen for 2 sec, during which the par-
ticipants made a classification response. The stimulus then disap-
peared; there was a blank screen for 250 msec, then the letter A or B
for 500 msec, and then a blank screen again for 250 msec.

In addition to the three concept-learning tasks, a simple baseline
task was devised to control for viewing a visual stimulus and press-
ing a response key. On each trial of the baseline task, the participants
viewed the same stimulus (a black 1, as shown in Figure 1) and
pressed either response key. Baseline trials were 3 sec in length: the
stimulus for 2 sec, a blank screen for 250 msec, the letter N for 500
msec, and a blank screen again for 250 msec.

Procedure
Pretraining. The participants were pretrained on the verbal and

implicit tasks during a single afternoon session of 1–2 h preceding
the evening MRI scanning session. The pretraining session was held
in a behavioral testing laboratory room; the stimuli were presented
with a Macintosh computer running PsyScope software (Cohen,
MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost, 1993), and responses were collected
via the computer keyboard. The participants completed blocks of
100 trials until they reached a criterion of two blocks at or above 75%
accuracy. The criterion blocks did not need to be consecutive. The

participants performed the verbal learning task before the implicit
learning task. The interval between pretraining and MRI scanning
varied from 2 to 6 h.

fMRI image acquisition. Imaging was performed with a custom-
built whole-head coil in a 1.5 T whole-body MRI scanner (GE Med-
ical Systems). Head movement was minimized by using a bite-bar
formed with the participant’s dental impression. Before the func-
tional scans, two anatomical scans were performed: a coronal T1-
weighted localizer scan and an inplane–axial spin echo T1-weighted
scan. The inplane scan consisted of nineteen 6-mm thick contiguous
axial slices angled parallel to the anterior-commissure/ posterior-
commissure line. This slice prescription resulted in the entire brain’s
being scanned, with the exception of the bottom of the cerebellum,
which fell outside the scanned region. The inplane scan had a sam-
pling interval of 2.0 sec, 1 interleaf, TR 5 2,000 msec, TE 5 40, flip
angle 5 87, and field of view (FOV) 5 220.0 mm.

After the structural imaging, the participants participated in two
identical functional scans. A T2* sensitive gradient echo spiral se-
quence was used for functional imaging (the spiral technique pro-
vides excellent motion immunity; Glover & Pauly, 1992). Functional
image slices were taken, using the same number and orientation of
slices and the same imaging parameters as the inplane T1 anatomi-
cal scan. During each functional scan, the participants performed six
blocks of each task (baseline, verbal, implicit, and novel–implicit);
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the baseline blocks were six trials long (18 sec), and the experimen-
tal task blocks were eight trials long (24 sec). Baseline blocks alter-
nated with sets of three experimental task blocks; across the scan, the
experimental tasks appeared once in each possible order. The block
order was B VNI B NIV B IVN B INV B VIN B NVI, where B 5
baseline, V 5 verbal, N 5 novel–implicit, and I 5 implicit. Each scan
lasted 9 min.

Visual stimuli were presented with a magnet-compatible projec-
tor (Resonance Technology, Van Nuys, CA) that back-projects vi-
sual images onto a screen mounted above the participant’s head. A
Macintosh computer, in conjunction with PsyScope software, was
used to generate visual stimuli and to control experimental parame-
ters. Responses were obtained with a fiber-optic finger switch re-
sponse system that interfaces with PsyScope.

Image analysis . Image reconstruction was performed by using a
gridding algorithm that resampled the raw data into a Cartesian ma-
trix prior to processing with 2d fast Fourier transform. Images were
converted into volumes and preprocessed before statistical analyses
were performed. Volumes were first realigned to correct for head
motion, using the algorithm in SPM99. To facilitate the reporting of
data in a standardized coordinate system, the volumes were normal-
ized into the standardized anatomical space used in SPM99, which
is based on that defined by the Montreal Neurological Institute (Fris-
ton, Ashburner, et al., 1995). This is similar to the standardized space
defined in the Talairach and Tournoux (1988) atlas. Normalization
was first performed on the anatomical inplane MRI image, using a
12-parameter affine transformation followed by an elastic deforma-
tion, and the resulting set of transformations was applied to the func-
tional image volumes. The voxel size postnormalization was 2 3 2 3
2 mm. The normalized and realigned functional volumes were then
spatially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel at FWHM of 8.0 mm.

With the general linear model approach (Friston, Worsley, &
Frackowiak, 1995) of SPM99, a reference waveform corresponding
to the alternating conditions was constructed and convolved with an

estimate of the hemodynamic response function. Corrections for
multiple voxel comparisons were made by using the cluster-size
method of Friston, Worsley, Frackowiak, Mazziotta, and Evans
(1994). Statistical analysis of data across participants proceeded by
collapsing each participant’s single-session data into a set of repre-
sentative contrast images, with low-frequency signal drifts and other
confounds removed. The resulting images were subjected to a second-
level group analysis, which met the requirements for random effects
analysis proposed by Holmes and Friston (1998).

RESULTS

Behavioral Results
Pretraining. The participants reached criterion on the

verbal task (M 5 4.4, SD 5 1.66, range of 3–9) in signif-
icantly fewer blocks (of 100 trials) than on the implicit
task [M 5 6.3, SD 5 1.96, range of 3–9; t(11) 5 2.64, p <
.05]. Seven participants reached criterion on the verbal
task in fewer blocks than on the implicit task, 2 reached
criterion on the implicit task in fewer blocks than on the
verbal task, and 3 required the same number of blocks to
reach criterion on both tasks.

Scanning. On the verbal task, the participantscorrectly
classified an average of 75.7% of the stimuli (SD 5 2.4%,
range of 72%–81%). On the implicit task, the participants
correctly classified an average of 72.0% of the stimuli
(SD 5 3.6%, range of 68%–81%). Thus, performance on
both tasks was still near the criterion level reached during
training and close to the ideal performance of 80%. There
was a trend toward the verbal task performance’s being
better than performance on the implicit task [t (11) 5 2.2,
p 5 .054].

There was evidence that the participants were classify-
ing in accordance with the ideal decision bound in both
tasks. On the verbal task, the participantsclassified 89.7%
(SD 5 6.88%) of the stimuli in accordance with the cate-
gory membership predicted by the decisionbound.On the
implicit task, the participantsclassified an average of 79%
(SD 5 5.2) of the stimuli in accordance with the category
membershippredictedby the decisionbound. In both tasks,
11 of the 12 participantshad higher classification accuracy
when accuracy was defined in terms of the decisionbound,
rather than in terms of actual category membership.

The participants showed only a small amount of learn-
ing during scanning on the novel–implicit task. Overall,
the participants achieved 58% accuracy (SD 5 7.6%,
range of 41%–68%). On the first scan, accuracy was 55.9%
(SD 5 6.7%), and on the second scan, it was 60.3% (SD 5
8.7%). Response latency was significantly faster in the
verbal task (M 5 806 msec) than in the implicit task (M 5
967 msec) or in the novel–implicit task [M 5 975 msec;
F(2,11) 5 23.6, p < .0001].

Debriefing. Ten of the 12 participantswere asked after
scanning to describe to the experimenter any strategy they
had used to distinguished between Categories A and B in
the verbal and the implicit tasks. Owing to experimenter
oversight, they were not asked to describe strategies used
in the novel–implicit task. The reported strategy for the

Table 1
Mean Values and Standard Deviations of the Features

Manipulated in the Concept-Learning Tasks

Verbal Task

Horizontal Side Vertical Side
Length Length

M SD M SD

Concept A 100 25 125 25
Concept B 125 25 100 25

Implicit Task
Horizontal Line Angle of Descender

Length Line

M SD M SD

Concept A 195 35 35 22
Concept B 240 35 10 22

Novel–Implicit Task
Diameter Length Angle of Orientation

M SD M SD

Concept A 155 47 90 47
Concept B 165 35 125 35

Note—Side and line lengths are measured in computer screen pixels;
angles are in degrees. In the implicit task, zero degrees indicates a de-
scender pointed straight downward (i.e., 90º from the horizontal line),
positive numbers indicate degrees of counterclockwise rotation, and
negative numbers indicate degree of clockwise rotation. In the novel–
implicit task, angle is the measure of degrees counterclockwise from
horizontal of the diameter line.
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verbal task was very consistent across participants.All 10
participants reported a variant of the verbal rule “choose
A if the height is greater than the width, B if the width is
greater than the height.”The participantsphrased this rule
in different words, including “higher equals A, wider
equals B,” “A is vertical, B is sideways,” and “As have a
wider base, lower height;Bs have a narrower base, greater
height.”

The reported strategies in the implicit task varied across
participants. All 10 participants were able to verbally re-
port some perceived regularity of the stimuli and referred
to at least one of the two dimensions manipulated. Four
participants gave rules that referred to only one of the two
dimensions, 3 mentioning the line angle (“A if the angle
was less than 30º,” “A if the angle was less than 45º,” and
“A if the angle was in the middle [near vertical] and B oth-
erwise”) and 1 mentioningline length (“A if descenderwas
longer than the horizontal line; otherwise, B”). Five partic-
ipants gave pairs of rules, one for each of the manipulated
dimensions. They generally stated that they applied both
rules and indicated which rule prevailed if there was a
conflict. These five rule sets were the following: (1) “If
the line projecting out from the long horizontal line was
pointing more downward than to either side (greater than
45º), then group B. When the projection was longer than
half of the length of the horizontal line, then group A. The
latter rule overruled the former”; (2) “If the angle was less
than 45º, then A; otherwise, B. If the descending line was
greater than half of the horizontal line, then A; otherwise,
B. If the angle was less than 25º, then that overrode the
middle rule—A no matter what”; (3) “If the length of the
descender was shorter than half the length of the horizon-
tal line, then B. Secondarily, if the angle was close to 90º,
then B; otherwise, A”; (4) “In Bs, the descenders were
nearer the center, around 80º–100º. In As, they were usu-
ally more toward the horizontal. But if the horizontal was
long and the angle near vertical, it was a B. If the hori-
zontal was relatively short, it was an A, even with a verti-
cal angle”; (5) “Acute angles were As. Acute angles and
short lines were Bs. Angles greater than 90 were Bs, un-
less the horizontal line was longer than the descender, in
which case it was an A.” The 10th participant stated that
he looked at “how close the ends were to each other.” It is
unclear whether he made this distinction on the basis of
the angle, the line length, or some combination.

Participants who reported a single rule referring to one
feature for the implicit task performed similarly to partic-
ipants who reported two or more rules on the implicit task,
in terms of bothnumberof blocks to criterionon the implicit
task (M 5 6.5 and 6.2, respectively; t , 1.0), and per-
centage correct during scanning on the implicit task (M 5
71.8% and 72.0%, respectively; t , 1.0). Interestingly, the
participants who reported using a one-dimensional rule
for the implicit task tended to require more blocks to cri-
terion on the verbal task (M 5 5.5) than did participants
who reported a two-dimensional rule [M 5 3.6; t (7) 5
1.67, p 5 .14].

Imaging Results
Striatal activations. All three concept tasks (verbal,

implicit, and novel–implicit) showed similar patterns of
activation of the basal ganglia, in comparison with base-
line, as is shown in Table 2 and Figure 3. Activation was
found bilaterally in both the putamen and the caudate nu-
clei. Within the caudate,activityextended from the anterior
portions(the head) to posteriorportions(the tail).A regions-

Figure 2. Scatterplots of Category A and B stimuli used in each
task, plotted as a function of the features manipulated in each
task. The lines superimposed on the scatterplots are the approx-
imate ideal decision bounds for categorization.
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of-interest (ROI) analysis was performed to compare the
percentages of signal change within the caudate and the
putamen across conditions, as is shown in Figure 4. ROIs
were defined functionally for the right and left caudate
and putamen by identifying voxels that were commonly
active in all three experimental conditions, in comparison
with baseline, using a clusterwide threshold of p 5 .0025
and an extent threshold of 20 voxels. This analysis identi-
fied two ROIs, one in the right hemisphere, consisting of
124 voxels, and one in the left hemisphere, consisting of
117 voxels. Comparison of these voxel coordinates with
the atlas of Tailarach and Tournoux (1988) verified that
these ROIs encompassed the caudate and putamen nuclei.
By using the ROIs, the percentage of signal change from
the overall mean in each area was calculatedseparately for
each of the 12 subjects in each of the four conditions. In
both the left and the right caudate and putamen, percent-
age of signal change was lower in the baseline task than in
the three experimental tasks.A one-way analysisof variance
showed a significant effect of task in the right-hemisphere
ROI [F(3,11) 5 3.41, p , .05]. The effect did not reach

significance in the left-hemisphere ROI [F(3,11) 5 1.93,
p 5 .14].

Occipital activations. Left occipital areas were active in
the implicit. baseline and novel–implicit. baselinecom-
parisons, but not in the verbal . baseline comparison.
Left occipital lobe activation was also found in both the
novel–implicit . verbal and implicit . verbal compar-
isons (see Table 3). These activations were in left lateral
extrastriate visual areas, including parts of Brodmann’s
Areas (BA) 18, 19, and 37 in the inferior and middle oc-
cipital gyri and the inferior temporal gyrus. There was a
significant cluster of activation in homologous areas of
the right middle occipital gyri in the novel–implicit. ver-
bal comparison, with subthreshold activation in these
areas in the implicit. baseline, novel–implicit. baseline,
and implicit . verbal comparisons.

Medial frontal activations. The three concept-learning
tasks showed similar activations, in comparison with base-
line, in bilateralmedial frontal areas, including the anterior
cingulate. In addition, in both the verbal . novel–implicit
and the verbal . implicit comparisons, there was more ac-

Table 2
Coordinates of Clusters of Activation Showing Significantly Higher Activity in the

Concept-Learning Tasks Than in the Baseline Task

Region k x y z BA

Verbal > Baseline
Right striatum 664 24 22 22

18 28 0
28 12 22

Left striatum 441 222 28 0
214 210 24
228 4 0

Right anterior cingulate 999 20 40 0 24
16 20 32 32
32 30 20 32

Left anterior cingulate 335 226 34 20 32
220 28 30 32
228 24 28 32

Implicit > Baseline
Right striatum and anterior cingulate 529 28 32 22 24

24 22 22
24 38 2 32

Left striatum 250 214 2 0
224 212 2
216 28 4

Bilateral superior medial frontal 242 4 30 38 8
210 32 40 8

Left occipital 609 228 286 0 18
234 -88 210 18
248 272 22 19

Novel–Implicit > Baseline
Bilateral striatum and anterior cingulate 3,642 22 34 16 32

210 8 52 6
26 34 22 24

Left occipital 388 242 282 6 19
234 288 28 18
230 282 2 18

Note—All clusters reached an uncorrected significance level of p = .01 and an extent threshold
of 20 voxels. For each cluster, coordinates are given for the maximally activated voxel and up to
two local maxima. k, number of voxels in cluster; BA, Brodmann’s areas; x, y, z, MNI coordi-
nates.
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tivity in the verbal condition in the medial inferior frontal
lobe. This area encompassed parts of BAs 10 and 11.

DISCUSSION

The present study found very similar patterns of striatal
activation during three concept-learning tasks that dif-
fered in participant expertise and verbalizability. Striatal
activation did not differ between well-learned classifica-
tion tasks (verbal and implicit) and a novel classification
task (novel–implicit). Striatal activation also did not differ
between easily verbalized (verbal) and implicit (implicit
and novel–implicit) tasks. However, lateral occipital areas
were more active in the implicit tasks (implicit and novel–
implicit) than in the verbal task.

Ashby et al.’s (1998) theory of concept learning predicts
that the verbal task should activate the head of the caudate,
which interacts with prefrontal regions, and that the im-
plicit task should activate the tail of the caudate, which in-
teracts with inferior temporal regions. This pattern of acti-

vation was not found in the present study: Both the verbal
and the implicit tasks activated the striatum broadly, in-
cludingboth the head and the tail of the caudate.However,
their model predicts that the two systems will be in com-
petition during classification, and it is possible that both
systems are active during each concept-learning task.
Ashby et al.’s theory further predicts that visual form pro-
cessing areas corresponding to monkey area TE should be
active in implicit tasks because of the interactionbetween
area TE and the tail of the caudate in the visual process-
ing loop of the basal ganglia. This study did find activa-
tion in lateral occipital and inferior temporal areas in the
implicit tasks (implicit and novel–implicit), but not in the
verbal task. These areas do fall within the ventral visual
pathway that processes form; further research is needed to
determine whether they can be considered a human ana-
logue of monkey TE.

Across studies, the striatum has been reported as active
in some, but not all, visual concept-learning tasks. Other
tasks in which striatal activity has been reported include a

Figure 3. Average striatal and occipital activation in verbal, implicit, and novel–implicit concept-learning tasks
in comparison with baseline. Activations are overlaid on the average anatomical image formed from 8 of the par-
ticipants; the anatomical images of the remaining 4 participants were lost owing to computer disk failure follow-
ing functional image normalization. The top two rows are overlays onto coronal sections at y 5 17 and y 5 27; the
bottom row are overlays onto axial sections at z 5 0.
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probabilistic classification weather prediction task (Pol-
drack et al., 1999), a task in which subjects learned, via
hypothesis generation and feedback, the correct rule to
use to select one of two items (Rao et al., 1997), and the
WCST (Monchi et al., 2001). No striatal activity was re-
ported in a study in which rule-based classifications was
compared with memory-based classification (Smith et al.,
1998) and in a study in which learning to classify exem-
plars formed as low-distortion exemplars of two concept
prototypes was examined (Seger, Poldrack, et al., 2000).

What factors may be responsible for these differences
in striatal activation?One characteristicin commonbetween
several of the studies in which striatal activity was found
is that there is a probabilisticrelationshipbetween the stim-
ulus and its category membership or outcome, rather than
an invariantrelationship. In the Poldrack et al. (1999) study,
each stimulus pattern was associated with both outcomes
across trials, but with different probabilities. In the pres-
ent study, the overlap between categories was such that
20% of the time, a stimulus was more similar to the pro-
totypeof the other category than to that of its own category.
However, in the Smith et al. (1998) study, the rule used by
participantswas always correct in predictingconceptmem-
bership, and in the Seger, Poldrack, et al. (2000) study, the
two concept prototypes were quite dissimilar, and partic-
ipants had little uncertainty about category membership.

A second common characteristic is that participants often
receive negative feedback in the studies that find striatal
activity. In the Poldrack et al. and the present studies, error
rates were high because of the probabilistic nature of the
tasks, as was described above. In the Rao et al. (1997)study,
the rules were invariant, but participantshad to learn them
via feedback and often were wrong in the early trials.
Monchi et al. (2001), in an event related f MRI study of the
WCST, found that caudate activity was specifically asso-
ciated with receiving negative feedback in the first trials
after the rule was changed. Further research is required to
determine whether striatal activity is attributable either to
the probabilistic nature of the concept structure or to re-
ceiving and processing negative feedback.

In the present study, there was more lateral occipital
lobe activity in the novel–implicit and implicit tasks than
in the verbal and baseline tasks. This pattern of activation
implies that the tasks that involved implicit learning had
greater visual processing demands than did the verbal
task. In the verbal task, the participants needed only to
check whether the relative lengths of two dimensions
matched their verbal rule, whereas in the implicit tasks,
the participants had to perform a more involved scrutiny
of the stimulus features. Animal research has found that
ventral visual stream areas (area TE in monkeys) provide
necessary input to striatal learning systems and that per-

Figure 4. Percentages of signal change in the left caudate and putamen (above) and
the right caudate and putamen (below) across the baseline and concept-learning tasks.
See the text for details of this region of interest (ROI) analysis.
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formance on concurrent discrimination tasks is impaired
when these areas are lesioned (Buffalo et al., 1999; Buf-
falo et al., 1998).

The pattern of occipital activation (greater for implicit
tasks than for the verbal task) found in this study is com-
patible with a study by Seger, Prabhakaran, et al. (2000),
who found lateral occipital activity during implicit judg-
ments of artificial grammar strings, but not during explicit
recognition judgments. In addition, Smith et al. (1998)
found higher occipital lobe activation in memory-based
classification (which may rely on mechanisms similar to
those for the implicit task) than in rule-based classifica-
tion (comparable to the verbal condition). Several studies
have shown occipital lobe activity differences for concept
members versus nonmembers; these studies do indicate a
role of the occipital lobe in classificationbut cannot be di-
rectly compared with the present study, because the pres-
ent study did not compare category members and non-
members. The pattern across studies is that when implicit
classification judgments are made, occipital activity is
lower for category members than for nonmembers (Aizen-
stein et al., 2000; Reber, Stark, & Squire, 1998a, 1998b),
whereas when recognition judgments are made, occipital
activity is higher for category members than for non-
members (Aizenstein et al., 2000; Reber et al., 1998a).

In the present study, the structures underlying the con-
cepts were chosen so that the concept-learningtasks would
differ in terms of how much the participants could verbal-
ize about their decision-making processes. In the verbal

task, two compatible features were manipulated, and their
mean valueswere chosen so that a simple verbal rule could
be used to describe the ideal decision bound between cat-
egories. In the implicit tasks (implicit and novel–implicit),
incompatiblefeatures were manipulated,making it impos-
sible to form a single simple verbal rule that would allow
classification with a high degree of accuracy. The de-
briefing results indicate that the participants did indeed
differ in the accuracy and completeness of the verbal
strategies they reported for the implicit and the verbal
tasks. For the verbal task, all the participants reported
using the same rule as that intended by the investigators.
For the implicit task, the participants were able to verbal-
ize some of the regularities present in the stimuli, but these
regularities differed between participants and did not ac-
curately and completely describe the decision bound be-
tween the categories.

How do the differences between the verbal and the im-
plicit tasks used in this study correspond with those in
other tasks that find differences between explicit and im-
plicit processing?First, it should be noted that the explicit/
implicit distinction is typically used in memory research
to differentiate between tasks that rely on the hippocampal-
diencephalic memory system (explicit) and tasks that can
be learned independentlyof thismemory system (implicit);
however, the present study was not designed to examine
differences in dependenceon the hippocampal-diencephalic
memory system, and the tests used here have not been
used with persons with global amnesia who have damage

Table 3
Coordinates of Clusters of Activation Showing Significantly Different

Activity in Comparisons Between Concept-Learning Tasks

Region k x y z BA

Implicit > Verbal
Left occipital 308 240 290 2 18

246 278 22 19
232 288 212 18,19

Verbal > Implicit
Medial prefrontal 392 28 56 22 10

6 44 210 10, 11
26 38 28 32

Novel–Implicit > Verbal
Left occipital 1,180 238 286 8 19

240 276 22 18
226 286 28 18

Right occipital 249 36 288 0 18
44 272 26 19
48 264 24 19

Verbal > Novel–Implicit
No significant clusters of activation

Novel–Implicit > Implicit
No significant clusters of activation

Implicit > Novel–Implicit
No significant clusters of activation

Note—All clusters reached an uncorrected significance level of p = .01 and an extent
threshold of 20 voxels. For each cluster, coordinates are given for the maximally acti-
vated voxel and up to two local maxima. k, number of voxels in cluster; BA, Brodmann’s
areas; x, y, z, MNI coordinates.
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to the hippocampal-diencephalic memory system. Alter-
natively, the terms implicit and explicit have been used to
refer to differences in participants’ conscious awareness
during learning. Participants are aware that they are learn-
ing in explicit tasks and have more verbalizable knowl-
edge of what they have learned and what factors are in-
fluencing their performance. Implicit tasks are associated
with relatively less verbalizable knowledge; however,
many studies have shown that participants do acquire
some correlated verbalizable knowledge during implicit
tasks, and cases of implicit learning with no accompany-
ing verbalizable knowledge are rare (Seger, 1994b; for
varying perspectives on this issue, see Berry, 1997). The
present study did show differences in the participants’
ability to verbalize their classification strategies. During
debriefing, the participants consistently gave a verbal
equivalent of the ideal decision bound for the verbal task.
In the implicit task, the participants were able to verbalize
at least limited rules describing their performance; how-
ever, the rules verbalized were not sufficient to support
the high level of classification accuracy that these partic-
ipants displayed.Thus, there were differences in verbaliz-
abilitybetween the verbal and the implicit tasks, as was in-
tended. However, it should be noted that in the implicit
task, as in many other implicit learning tasks, the partici-
pants did have some verbalizable knowledge that corre-
lated with the features of the categories manipulated.
Thus, the implicit task can be considered to be relatively
more implicit than the verbal task but does not meet strict
criteria for implicit learning that require that the learning
be completely inaccessible to consciousawareness (Berry,
1997).

Previous concept-learning studies (Poldrack et al.,
1999;Rao et al., 1997;Seger, Poldrack, et al., 2000;Smith
et al., 1998) have invariably found activity in lateral frontal
and inferior parietal areas thought to subserve working
memory networks (Smith & Jonides, 1997). However, in
the present study, no significant activity in these areas was
found in any of the three concept-learning tasks, in com-
parison with baseline.Even when a low thresholdwas used
( p 5 .1, uncorrected, with an extent threshold of k 5 0),
there was still no activity apparent in these areas or in any
areas other than those reported in Tables 2 and 3. It is un-
clear why frontal and parietal areas were not active in the
present experiment. The baseline task was a simple task
involving viewing a stimulus and making a motor re-
sponse, similar to that used in several studies that did find
significant frontal activity (Poldrack et al., 1999; Seger,
Poldrack, et al., 2000). One possibility is that pretraining
in this study led participant performance to be relatively
more automatic than in other concept-learningstudies; in-
creased automaticity of performance has been shown to
reduce or eliminate frontal activity (Raichle et al., 1994).

Inferior medial frontal areas were more active in the
verbal task than in the novel–implicit and implicit tasks.
This portion of the medial frontal lobe is often active in
neuroimaging studies, typically in baseline or relatively
simpler tasks, in comparisonwith experimentalor relatively

more complex tasks (Gusnard & Raichle, 2001; Shulman
et al., 1997). The verbal task was easier than the novel–
implicit and implicit tasks, as is indicated by the signifi-
cantly faster response times in the verbal task. Thus, this
activation may reflect extraneous thought processes dur-
ing the less demanding task. It should be noted that sub-
threshold activity in this area was seen in the baseline–
novel–implicit and the baseline–implicit comparisons as
well.

In conclusion, we found activity in the striatum, both
caudate and putamen, in three concept-learningtasks. Ac-
tivity in the striatum did not differ across tasks, indicating
that the striatum is recruited in classificationregardless of
expertise (implicit and verbal vs. novel–implicit), verbal-
izability (verbal vs. implicit), and general difficulty of the
classification task (verbal vs. implicit and novel–implicit).
These results provide convergent evidence that the stria-
tum plays a role in visual discrimination and stimulus–
outcome learning in humans, as well as in other animals.
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